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St Brelade
Southern Splendour

Distance: full 14 miles, part 8 miles.

The Parish of St Brelade
Area:

12.8 sq kms
11% of island total

Special features
The second largest but arguably the most beautiful of Jersey’s
parishes, St Brelade offers a blend of breathtaking scenery with
varied urban development. The 17th century merchants’ houses
in St Aubin are in a class of their own, contrasting with post-war
housing schemes and shopping precincts at Red Houses, to the
magnificent mansions overlooking St Brelade’s Bay. St Brelade
developed rapidly particularly during the early 1960’s when
the island’s offshore finance industry started to boom.
The parish’s natural beauty has survived this urban encroachment;
from the headlands of Noirmont, Portelet and Beauport with their
spectacular vistas across St Aubin’s, Portelet and St Brelade’s bays
respectively, to Corbière and its lighthouse, the most southerly
in the British Isles, and the vast expanse of St Ouen’s bay in the
west. The championship golf course at La Moye, which hosts
a round of the European Seniors’ tour, provides players with
superb views from many of the tees and fairways.
The parish boasts a nature reserve at Gorselands and the
sand dunes of Les Blanches Banques, a protected area, where
a number of neolithic remains are to be found. The picturesque
little harbour of St Aubin, the unique Fishermen’s Chapel and the
beautiful Parish Church are important features, and amongst its
many churches representing many divergent beliefs, the parish
also contains the only Synagogue in Jersey.
Starting and finishing at the parish hall in St Aubin, the walk
passes the Parish Church, Millennium Stone and Millennium
Cross. Because Church and Parish Hall and Millennium Cross
and Stone are some distance apart, the complete walk is a long
one, at approximately 14 miles (2.4kms), but there are a number
places for refreshment en route and several options to return to
St Aubin either by foot or by bus along the way. The surface is
a mixture of metalled road, cliff path, beach and sandy track, which
can be wet underfoot, so suitable footwear is recommended.
NB This walk does not cover the town of St Aubin in detail nor take
in the Noirmont and Portelet headlands. These are both included
as a separate walk in the publication ‘Jersey Heritage Walks’.
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7103 vergées
3157 acres

Population:

ca 10150
(11.6% of island total)

Households:

ca 3900
in 4 vingtaines

Bus no’s:

9, 12, 14 or 15

Car parking:

public roadside
parking and behind
Parish Hall

Twinned with: Villedieu les Poeles
and Granville
in Normandy
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Optional
Return

Millenium
Stone

Le Breye

Prison

The Ossuary

St. Peter
Millenium
Cross

Start: The Parish Hall
The late 19th century building was
formerly the Terminus Hotel, acquired
by the parish in 1946 to house
‘La Salle Paroissiale’. The railway
station was situated immediately
behind the hotel, where the car park
is today, but it was destroyed in a fire
in 1936, taking with it most of the
rolling stock as well as the buildings.

Up until the late 18th century, ships
would anchor out by St Aubin’s Fort
(16th century). The original pier was
a very short affair adjacent to the
Old Court House and access was
along what is now Market Hill. The
Bulwarks were not constructed until
1790 and the North Quay even later
in 1819.

Uniquely amongst the twelve
Parish Halls, this is the only one
where the Honorary Police and the
States Police share facilities, an
informal arrangement between the
Connétable, the elected ‘mayor’ of

The walk: Walk from the Parish Hall
away from the harbour to pass the
former market hall (now a bank)
on the left. St Aubin is known as
a village by the locals, but qualified
as a town because it had a market,

the parish, and the Chief Officer of
the States Police. The Connétable is
responsible for the parish finances
and policing and presides over parish
meetings held in the hall on the right
of the main building. St Brelade was
the first to elect a woman Connétable,
the post having been traditionally
a male stronghold!

open only on Mondays. Cross La Rue
au Moestre (Market Hill) to the start
of the Corbière.

The Harbour: St Aubin is often
thought to have been the capital
of Jersey, but this was never the case.
The cod-fishing fleet was based here
and the traders and entrepreneurs built
their homes here. Known as the ‘cod
triangle’, cod fished off Newfoundland
was dried and salted and taken to the
Catholic countries of the Mediterranean
and Central America, to be traded
for wines, spirits and tobacco, even
mahogany from Honduras. Many
trading families also became extremely
successful privateers at the appropriate
times, during periods of war or tension
between England and France, when
it suited the English to have the
support of Jerseymen in their cause.
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Corbière Walk runs along the track of
the old railway line, an extension of
the line from St Helier; it is roughly
four miles long. Originally the line
provided a link to the quarries at
La Moye bringing granite required
for the construction of part of the
Thames river embankment, then
extended in 1884 to Corbière for
romantic moonlight rides to
the lighthouse.
Only walkers and cyclists are
permitted to use the walk (cyclists
speed is restricted to 10mph; 16kph);
the Walk is maintained as a park
and arboretum, with a great variety
of trees and shrubs, from camellia to
cotoneaster, palm and cordyline with
eucalyptus and the more traditional
oaks and sycamores. There is also a
large variety of evergreen firs and pine
trees, whose cones are so popular
with the red squirrels.

The tunnel on the left at the bottom
of the Walk was originally built to
straighten out the bend for the railway,
but was increased dramatically in
size as an ammunition storage
facility during the Occupation.
The stream which runs alongside the
track drove a mill in the village at one
time and its fresh clean water helped
to keep St Aubin free from frequent
outbreaks of plague, while many died
in St Helier from lack of it, where the
streams were also the sewers.
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the bridge, and turn left to pass under
the bridge. This is Mont Nicolle.
Notice the old house on the next
corner, part of which is 16th century,
formerly a farmhouse and probably
built by Huguenot refugees. Mont
Nicolle School on the right is one
of two parish primary schools –
unusually there is not a school
named after the parish itself.

The walk runs close to the main road
after some 300 metres – notice the
milestone on the corner. The former
parish school can be seen on the
right up the hill, now St Brelade’s
College, specialising in teaching
English to speakers of other languages.

Turn right at the top of the hill, then
cross the main road with care to
descend Le Mont Gras d’Eau (pigswill hill!). Half way down the hill on
the left is a vast bank of agapanthus
(African lily), a sea of blue in June
and July. Cross over the main road
at the bottom of the hill and walk
straight down the lane beside the
L’Horizon Hotel to the beach.

Continue up the Corbière walk
to pass under Seven Oaks bridge,
strengthened by the Germans to
withstand the weight of their military
vehicles, and onto the point where
the walk crosses an iron bridge over
a lane. Descend the steps just before

St Brelade’s Bay is the most popular
beach in Jersey, sheltered from
prevailing winds and supplied with
all one could wish to find on a holiday
seafront – cafés, pubs and restaurants,
shops to buy postcards, beach toys and
sunhats, deckchairs to hire and beach
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guards to keep an eye on swimmers
in the holiday season and some of
the island’s most popular hotels.
Walk down onto the beach and turn
right towards the Parish Church
in the corner of the bay. The part
of the bay on the left beyond
Le Grouin, the headland halfway
along, is known as Ouiasné, a Norse
name meaning harbour, above
which rises the La Cotte headland,
where relics of woolly mammoth
and rhinoceros prove that man was
here 250,000 years ago, before
Jersey became an island.
Leave the beach by the steep set
of steps at the very end below the
church, entering the churchyard
behind the Fishermen’s Chapel.
This access to the beach is an
old sanctuary path, known as a
‘perquage’, along which those
accused of criminal acts could
escape without fear of arrest. Every
church had a sanctuary path and
this is by far the shortest! Take time
to visit the chapel with its medieval
wall paintings, and the beautiful

church, dating from the 12th century and constructed
partly from stones from the beach (look out for the
limpet shells on the interior walls).
St Brelade was a contemporary of St Samson, and may
have come to Jersey in the 6th century, establishing
a small monastery here, perhaps on the site of the
fishermen’s chapel. There are guides to the church,
chapel and German cemetery available to buy inside the lower section of the graveyard on the other side
of the wonderful ‘monkey puzzle’ tree was used by
the Germans in WWII, but those buried there, mainly
victims from a lost ship, have been moved to
a Military cemetery in France.
After admiring the magnificent oak trees, perhaps
350 years old, leave the churchyard via the lich gate,
a memorial to Lord Trent (Jesse Boot, founder of Boot’s
the Chemist, whose wife Florence was from Jersey and
who retired to and died in Jersey). Turn left up the hill
to find the start of the cliff path to Beauport on the
right, a steep climb rewarded with fine views back
across the bay.
Follow the cliff path keeping always left where there
are options, to reach Les Creux headland and the
Millennium Park above Beauport, one of Jersey’s most
attractive views. Continue along the cliff path, again
keeping the sea on the left – notice the strange shaped
granite projections which all have names ‘La Grosse Tête’
and ‘Les Jeteuses’ for instance, and the rocks just out
to sea – they are called ‘Les Caînes’, and have claimed
many ships over the centuries, including for instance the
SS Roebuck in 1911, which sat high and dry on a rock
for people to visit at low tide.
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Remain close to the edge of the
cliff (the path is decorated here and
there with sculptures by local artist
Derek Tristram), and locate the track
leading steeply down below a large
white house. Extremely steep steps
then lead up to the top of the
La Moye cliffs, about 240 feet
above sea level. The views
reward the effort.
The little bays along this stretch
of granite coast were extensively
quarried for their superb building
stone, for export as well as for the
local market - thousands of tons
were used on the Thames
embankment on the Scotland Yard
side of the Houses of Parliament.
The area is known as La Moye,
or ‘stony heap’, once the scene of
smuggling activities from the caves
below, and now the site of the island’s
prison (1970), temporary home for
modern-day smugglers of drugs
and narcotics.
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Turn left half way along the prison
walls, back onto the common to
pass the giant ‘Golf Ball’ on the left,
a meteorological weather tracking
station. Keeping the sea on the left,
the route passes through another of
St Brelade’s designated areas of natural
beauty, La Lande de L’Ouest Country
Park. Watch out for more Tristram
sculptures, tucked away amongst
the gorse and heather, as well as for
Green Lizards and Dartford warblers.
On the far side of the common is a
small group of bungalows. Turn right
away from the coast and follow the
lane inland, crossing the main road
with great care; this track rejoins the
Corbière Walk after a short distance.
Turn left and proceed towards Corbière
lighthouse. Notice the trees on either
side of the track, mainly quite small
and windswept. Ninety-five percent of
the trees along this stretch were lost
in the Great Storm of October 1987,
which devastated the countryside along
both sides of the English Channel.

The remains of a mine-shaft on
the left is evidence of silver mining
here during the mid-19th century,
discontinued following a tragedy
in the mines on Sark, involving loss
of life and resulting bankruptcies.
The house at the very end of the
walk is quite clearly the old station
with the platform visible in front,
but the great table-like rock across
the track is considerably older known as La Table des Marthes,
it was maybe cut as a capstone for
a neolithic dolmen, and is reputed
to be where unbreakable contracts
were sealed, by the placing of hands
on the stone.
The next view is of Corbière
lighthouse, surely the most striking
view in the island, a view that
changes with the weather, calm and
serene on a hot summer’s day, wild
and furious in a winter storm as the
waves leap about the rock, the spray
above the lighthouse itself. Built in
1874 and manned until 1976, this

most southerly of British lighthouses
was the first to be built entirely out
of concrete; its light shines 17 miles
from the 11 metre high tower.
A causeway leads to the lighthouse,
accessible at low tide – make sure
the tide is falling before crossing over!
The German tower on the headland
is one of two artillery observation
towers on Jersey’s west coast and
until recently housed a marine
radio station and coastguard.
It proved its worth in April 1995 after
a French ferry on its way to Sark hit
a rock (now usually marked with
a buoy) holing its hull. The operation
to save the 300 passengers and crew
was completed without loss of life.
A sculpture featuring two joined hands
commemorates this event, situated
at the top of the causeway leading to
the lighthouse. There is often a stall
here selling Jersey ice cream!
The name Corbière is derived from
the French for a crow, and reflects
the fact that there are often dozens
of carrion crows to be seen in the
surrounding potato fields, picking
at the vraic, or seaweed, spread
as a fertiliser. The La Phare Pub
and Lighthouse Restaurant offers
an opportunity for some light or
more substantial refreshment.
The tired walker can return to
St Aubin along the Corbière Walk
or take the bus (no 12)
Walk back now along the Corbière
walk to the first cross-track (about
150 metres), turn left and descend
through the gorse and blackberry
bushes to the road below. Turn right
and then left after two hundred metres,
down into Petit Port, up the steps
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out of the bay and follow the track
around the headland (L’Oeillère).
A spectacular vista of St Ouen’s Bay
opens up as the path rounds the
bend by the vast German command
bunker. Known locally as The Five
Mile Road, a name derived from
the Jersey French name ‘Mielle’, a
sand-dune, it provides an enormous
playground for young and old alike,
be it for walking, horse-riding or
sand-sailing, or car and motorbike
racing on the firm beach, surfing
and kite-boarding on the sea.
Continue around the headland then
turn left along the roadside path to
La Pulente, and perhaps a welldeserved drink at the pub. Notice
the ‘abreuvoir’, a watering facility for
thirsty horses dragging their heavy
loads of ‘Vraic’ (seaweed) up the
hill for the potato fields above.
The parish Millennium Stone stands
in the car park along the main road.
Continue past the last quarry, and
then turn right to cross the dunes
of Les Blanches Banques. Look out
for the three ancient standing stones,
and the 5000 year old Ossuary, where
bones of some twenty individuals
were found during excavations
in 1922.
The enormous dunes here were
formed from blown sand over
thousands of years. There is a
legend that the sand arrived with
one sudden storm to engulf a village
where ‘wreckers’ lived: the drowning
captain of a vessel enticed onto rocks
by the wreckers lanterns, laid a curse
on the village, saying that they would
all die within a year – the storm
happened on the 364th day just
as they began to celebrate!

From the Ossuary the route leads
further inland over the dunes. Keeping
the high dunes on the right, locate
the fence around the golf course and
with this on the right, find the footpath
which leads out of the dunes and
through an area of woodland (not the
playing fields beyond); this becomes an
unmade track past some bungalows.
Turn right at the main road (La Rue
Carrée), then left at the T-junction
(L’Avenue de la Commune) and first
right by the Millennium Cross. Walk
with care down the hill (Le Pont du
Val) and take the first turning right
(La Petite Route des Mielles) which
leads back to the Corbière Walk after
half a mile.
Turn left down the Corbière Walk,
as far as the next road crossing
(La Rue du Pont Marquet), turn left
then immediately left again into
La Rue du Cônet, once voted
Jersey’s prettiest lane.
Tired walkers may wish to continue
straight on down the Corbière Walk
at this point back to St Aubin
At the next T-junction turn right
(La Rue du Francfief), passing a fine
example of a Jersey granite house on
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the left (La Fontaine), then first right
into another very attractive lane,
La Rue des Fosses à Mortier.
Now turn left at the end of this lane
and immediately right into La Rue
des Longcamps, the ‘road of the long
fields’. Notice the unusual stone
on the corner – a ‘Don’ was a gift of
land for use by the poor to grow food.
Turn first left into La Rue du Bocage.
After about 300 metres or so the
lane passes through a little group of
houses called ‘La Ferme du Roi’; the
King took full profits from this estate,
a ‘fief du Roi’ and not just the usual
thirteen percent he would receive
from fiefs held by others!
Continue along the lane and take
the next turning right, Le Mont de la
Roque. There are some fine houses
and gardens on both sides of the road
as it descends back towards St Aubin,
also views across the bay. Look for
the steps down to High Street (la Rue
du Crocquet) after the bend.
Descend the steps and turn right
(notice the Victorian mail-box on
the wall) and pause to enjoy the
panorama across St Aubin’s Bay
towards St Helier. During the time of
the wooden shipbuilding industry in

Jersey in the mid 19th C, there was
a ropewalk below this viewing point –
a house a little further down the
High Street is called ‘La Corderie’
which means ‘rope factory’, owned
by its founder William Brine. He also
owned the La Tour hotel (a school
at one time), which he bought from
a member of the Martel family who
had gone bankrupt (the same family
famous for their Cognac!)
The High Street is one of Jersey’s
prettiest roads: take the time to
enjoy the view down the hill of
the old 17th and 18th C buildings
which appear to lean outwards from
the road itself, and stop to admire
the group of very fine houses at the
junction with La Profonde Rue, up
to 1835 the access to Mont de La
Rocque above. The majority of the
properties were built by merchants
whose wealth came from cod, from
smuggling and from privateering
activities, while Peterborough House
was the birthplace of Dean Jeune,
a future Bishop of the City of the
same name.
Turn left at the foot of the hill to the
finishing point opposite the Parish
Hall. There are several watering holes
in the town to quench the thirst!

